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**Customer Reviews**

I was very happy that the publisher (Bangzoom) made a second edition of this book. I also own the first edition of this book which was released in 2003, and this second edition picks up where it left off and also includes an additional Ty product line. The first edition included Beanie Babies, Beanie Buddies, Beanie Kids, Beanie Boppers, Teenie Beanie Boppers, Jingle Beanies, Basket Beanies, Punkies, and Pluffies. The second edition updated these lines to include product introduced since the first edition’s release, and they’ve added the Teenie Beanie Babies which were a promotion at McDonald’s. Also included are Appendices listing all available Champion Beanies and Buddies, Kanata Beanies, and Issy Beanies. This second edition improves on the first edition by adding space on each page for recording the price you paid for a Beanie and its current value, pages to add new products as they are released, a section for notes, pages to calculate the value of your collection, a checklist, and a Beanie Baby birthday index. Karen Holmes did a wonderful job of researching hang tag generations, tush tag generations, and Beanie information. She also provided the pictures included in the book. I use this book constantly to track my collection and highly recommend it!

Almost exactly what I needed. Very helpful with regards to swing tags, but I wish they paid that level
of attention to the tush tags and the differences between countries of origins and pellet types.

when i can get it hurrr pls find for me. i wantttttttttttttttttt so much. i love ty bear more

Very informative book lots of info. I have just started looking thru it.
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